Hydrocarbon Injector Driver Module

**NEW**

- 100% New, not remanufactured; no core return hassle
- Comes ready to install with necessary hardware for a complete repair solution
- Direct replacement matches the fit and function of the original injector module

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Internal fuel and air valves clog, illumination of check engine light and vehicle will not start regeneration cycle

**HD EXCLUSIVE**

- Easy-to-install, plug-and-play repair solution - no dealer programming necessary
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Broken connector, burned out electronics, rust or corrosion results in poor drivability and illumination of the check engine light

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**
- 904-7509: IC Corporation 2016-08, International 2016-08
- OE Numbers: 2596655C1, 4921730

---

Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF) Level Sensor

**LINE EXTENSION**

- Monitors DEF fluid levels and temperature
- Complete assembly features integrated heater tubes and temperature sensor
- Comes ready to install and requires no programming
- Gasket included for a complete repair solution

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Contaminated DEF fluid, environmental conditions results in inaccurate or faulty DEF level indicator and illumination of the check engine light

**HD EXCLUSIVE**

- Made to the original equipment specifications for dependable fit and performance
- Pre-balanced and ready to install with 100% new yokes, tubes, constant velocity (CV) joints, and universal joints
- Non-staked universal joints are designed for future serviceability

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Driveline vibration, noise or vehicle fails to move under it's own power

---

Exhaust Pipe Flange Gasket

**LINE EXTENSION**

- Seals the exhaust system where two components are joined by a flange
- Flange gasket should be replaced any time service is performed on any of the related exhaust components
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Original gasket cracks and corrodes over time, resulting in exhaust leak

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**
- 599-5511: Kenworth 2006-02

---

Exhaust Gas Differential Pressure Sensor

**LINE EXTENSION**

- Monitors exhaust pressure in diesel particulate filter (DPF) system
- Mounting bracket included for a complete repair solution
- Direct replacement for original equipment design

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Broken connector, burned out electronics, rust or corrosion results in poor drivability and illumination of the check engine light

**ALSO AVAILABLE:**
- 904-7509: IC Corporation 2016-08, International 2016-08

---

Drive Shaft

**LINE EXTENSION**

- Monitors DEF fluid levels and temperature
- Complete assembly features integrated heater tubes and temperature sensor
- Comes ready to install and requires no programming
- Gasket included for a complete repair solution

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Contaminated DEF fluid, environmental conditions results in inaccurate or faulty DEF level indicator and illumination of the check engine light

**HD EXCLUSIVE**

- Made to the original equipment specifications for dependable fit and performance
- Pre-balanced and ready to install with 100% new yokes, tubes, constant velocity (CV) joints, and universal joints
- Non-staked universal joints are designed for future serviceability

**FAILURE MODE:**
- Driveline vibration, noise or vehicle fails to move under it's own power

---
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